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A brand new product concept currently under research and developement is
being considered by prospective manufacturers around the world.

An innovative product concept called IDEYE. Capable of tackling all types of vehicle related
crime including the current threat of global terrorism, is currently being considered for
inclusion in various manufacturer's product lines.

(PRWEB) May 16, 2004 -- This product concept calls for the research and developement of a new form of
vehicle security device that would be capable of eradicating most types of vehicle related crime. Encompassing
that old "chestnut" vehicle theft or attack to the increasing menace of global terrorism. It is envisaged that once
this component is installed into your vehicle it will reduce your average annual motoring cost by up to 40%.
The inventor announces the introduction of the ID card for cars! The card would encompass securly encoded
data that could replace all current forms of ID and various vehicle documentation and equipment. Various
methods of confirming individuals identification is currently under review. The card would be housed in a
secure unit attached remotely or by wires to an onboard processing unit prior to encrypted transmission via
hand held scanners/road side detectors/satellite receivers to the relevant authorised authorities.

The inventor envisages the mandatory use of this equipment to be enforced by governmental legislation. He
also hopes that this unique device will be adopted worldwide. According to the latest research, this device has
the capability of eliminating the losses currently incurred by such organisations as HM Customs and Excise,
Inland Revenue, DVLA, Oil Companies, Insurance Companies, Recovery Organisations, Garage and
Maintenance companies, Financial Institutions, etc. It also has the capability of allowing for the introduction of
road tolls, even in the remotest areas. No longer would you need small change in your pocket to pay parking
fees.
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Contact Information
Stephen Hodgkiss
IDEYE
0151 474 4369

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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